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Abstract— Conventional Digital Beamforming (CDBF) is an
important and well established technique used severely in today’s
Radar having high SNR performance. But the main barrier towards
the implementation of CDBF is the Cost, Size, Weight and Power
(CSWAP) requirement as it urges for a large number of T/R
transceiver modules including up/down-converter, DAC/ADC etc per
element. And at high frequency the limitation is further increased
both cost wise as well as area available for heat dissipation. This can
be solved by utilising single channel DBF

Fig 1(b) : Radar Receiver

Fig 1 shows the conventional DBF technique with SS
technique having multiple RF up-conversion / downconversion chain. The first step is the generation of SS
waveform. After generation of SS waveform, baseband phase
shifter will be applied for digital beam formation followed by
RF up-conversion. Each antenna element has its own RF upconversion chain.
In the receiver similar RF chain for each antenna element is
present for proper down-conversion followed by radar signal
processing.

Index Terms—DBF, SS,CDBF

I.INTRODUCTION:The constraints regarding the CDBF can be reduced to a great
extent by utilising Spread Spectrum Digital Beamforming
(SSDBF) which involves reduction of the CSWAP and the
scalability in bandwidth-and-frequency limitations by
incorporating “one digital transceiver per element”. Therefore
now the system can have fully capable digital beamforming
with minimum hardware. SSDBF enables low-cost/lowprofile/low-power digital beam forming phased arrays with a
single up/down-converter, DAC/ADC for the entire sub-array.
At the transmitter, baseband phase shifter can reduce
further cost. At the receiver, aggregated return signal can be
coherently combined to recover the complex basebandequivalent of the RF signal of each element. The SSDBF is
flexible with respect to the type of waveform and can be
adapted according to the practical situation thus improving the
radar performance. In this report, we describe the simulated
model of SSDBF method for a radar application.

Block Diagram of Single-Channel SSDBF:

Fig 2(a) : Radar Transmitter

The system transmitter is as shown in Fig 2(a). The multiple
channels at the output of the phase shifter will then be
multiplexed and passed for further up-conversion to RF level.
RF up-converted signal again demultiplexed and forwarded to
the multiple antenna.

Block Diagram of Conventional Multi-Channel SSDBF:

Fig 1(a) : Radar Transmitter
Fig 2(b) : Radar Receiver
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The block diagram of the system is as shown in the figure
above. In the receiver, the first job is to multiplexing the
incoming signal from all the antenna elements. The
multiplexed data then will be down-converted to baseband
level and again de-multiplexed. Then each path data to be
correlated and coherently combined before proceeding for
further signal processing.
The system performance using this single RF channel
technique is comparable with that of the multi channel
SSDBF.

Simulation
Table 1:- RADAR SPECIFICATION

II. SSDBF Schemes:-

Waveform Polyphase

P4 code

Bandwidth
Array type

100 MHz
10x10 uniform
rectangular array

RF frequency
Range

24 GHz
200m

Baseband Code:
1
0.8

Comparison between Radar Beamforming performance for
multi-channel and single-channel RF:-
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Fig.3: - waveform of P4 Polyphase code
As shown in above figure polyphase code (P4) will be used as
spreading code with length of 2046. And this leads to a
processing gain of 33dB (Approx.).

Fig 4: SystemVue model for multi-channel as well as singlechannel SSDBF receiver.

Fig 5: Multi-channel as well as Single-channel SSDBF receiver
beam formation.

As seen in the figure above due to the use of single channel
down-conversion, there is slight degradation in the antenna
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beam as the side lobe has higher power content than the side
lobe of the multiple channel down-conversion.
Detailed description of the Model:A. Transmitter:-

Table 2: Comparison between Multichannel and Single Channel
SSDBF

Multichannel SSDBF
Main Lobe

-41.8 dB

Single channel
DBF
-38.5 dB

Side Lobe

-64 dB

-63 dB

Beamwidh

22

o

Spread Spectrum waveform generation is the first step that has
been performed. Polyphase code (specifically P4) is used to as
spreading code. The code thus generated has the specified
bandwidth and details as mentioned in radar system
specification. After baseband generation the next step is beam
formation. In this system, baseband beam formation has been
considered. After DBF, the data for each of the element has
been multiplexed since single up-conversion subsystem is a
criterion of the system followed by IF level up conversion i.e.
at 70MHz. The output of the IF level is being fed to the RF
subsystem. In RF Subsystem, the signal is again up-converted
to RF level using RF mixer (i.e. at 24GHz). The RF signal is
then amplified using amplifier and transmitted using Antenna.
After RF conversion demultiplexing is a vital operation so as
to provide feed for each antenna element.

20o

End-to End Simulation of SSDBF radar with only Rx
DBF:

B. Receiver:SSDBF is the concept that is being developed using the
discussed model. Hence the receiver is considered to have
antenna array. The multi-channel output is merged using a
multiplexer. The multiplexed data is first passed through a
LNA followed by down-conversion from RF to IF and further
IF to baseband level. Then the baseband data is again
demultiplxed and forwarded to radar signal processing
segment.
• Radar Signal Processing:The basic radar signal processing incorporated in the
system are as explained below
¾ Correlation:Correlation is the one of the vital part of the system that
provides uniqueness to this Radar system. There are two
inputs to the correlation block- Received IF signal,
Transmitted IF signal. The first operation of correlation block
is bit by bit synchronism of the Received and Transmitted IF
signal so that correlation can be made possible.
The distance between the vehicles to the target can be
calculated from the traveling time of the reflected wave using
the following formula:
R = C.Td /2
---------------------- (1)
where R is the distance, C is the speed of light and Td is the
traveling time to the target and back. Therefore, in order to
calculate the distance, it is necessary to measure Td.
¾ Constant False Alarm Rate:Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) is a signal
processing tool used for the improvement of the quality of the
radar image by nullifying the noise or clutter return that may
still be present even after correlation. The algorithm can set
the threshold adaptively according to the level of background

Fig 6:-End-to End Simulation of SSDBF radar with both Tx and
Rx DBF.
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intensity. The threshold in a CFAR detector is calculated using
the initial false alarm rate and the information of the
background. The main purpose of it is to further cleaning the
target from noise thus increasing the SNR of the signal. The
output of the correlator block is fed to this block and at the
output a better target is observed.
III. RESULTS
Target Detection using Single channel SSDBF:-

Fig 9: Received Spectrum.

Fig 7: Transmitted and Received Spectrum.

Fig 10: Target Detection at 200 meter.

Conclusion: Target is detected properly even in the presence
of interference with slight decrease in the target peak
amplitude.
CONCLUSION
Hence this is a viable technique that can be very
effective in reducing the cost, size problem. Also
performance these two techniques are comparable to
each other.
Fig 8: Target Detection at 200 meter.
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Generation of Interference:
A different code is taken having 100 MHz bandwidth and upconverted to 24GHz. This interfering signal is added to the
target return so as to create a situation where the receiver
receives the combined signal of target return and the
interference signal.
Case 1:- Signal to Interference ratio = 30dB
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